
Consent Agreement Form (Kyodaku-sho)

Today’s Date (DD/MM/YY): XX/XX/XX

To The President of Waseda University:

In accordance with the Terms and Conditions specified on page 2 of this Consent Form, I, the
undersigned, hereby consent to publication and public access by electronic means from within and
outside Waseda University, of my doctoral dissertation as certified by examination for the degree of
Doctorate at said University and the details of which are cited below.

Name of Graduate School : Graduate School of Asia-Pacific Studies

Full Name (Last Name, First Name): Asia Taro

Signature or Personal Seal: (Signature or Personal Seal)

Current Address: Nishi-Waseda Bldg.7F, 1-21-1 Nishi-Waseda,

Shinjyuku-ku, TOKYO 169-0051 JAPAN

PH: 03-5286-3877

Email: gsaps@list.waseda.jp

Title of Dissertation (If written in a language other than Japanese, please provide a Japanese language

translation as well):

Title: (Please write your Title here.)

(Please write Japanese Title here in the case your thesis is written in English.)

(Subtitle): (Please write Subtitle here.)

(Please write Japanese Subtitle here in the case your thesis is written in English.)

Author’s Name: Asia Taro

Name of Chief Examiner: Katsuma Yashishi

Publication Date (Day/Month/Year):

Note: In the event that an extension is requested on the publication date of the dissertation due to
patent applications, etc., please specify the date after which publication may begin. Be aware that
any portion of the dissertation, not including in the actual dissertation body itself, will be subject to
unconditional publication.

The actual dissertation may be published
after the following date (DD/MM/YY):

SAMPLE



Terms and Conditions of Consent Agreement

Purpose of Publication
1. Waseda University, (hereinafter, “Waseda”) will store by electronic means, the dissertation

materials which it has examined, and for which it has awarded a doctoral degree and will, by
archiving and allowing access of these materials within the university and throughout Japan and
overseas, for the purposes of supporting education and learning activities, in addition to the
further advancement of academic research.

How the Data Will Be Used
2. Waseda will put the doctoral dissertation into an electronic format (hereinafter this shall be

referred to as “data”). The data will be stored and compiled into a database.
3. Waseda will ensure that the data is readily accessible through standard computer system

environments available via standard information networks.
4. Waseda will make it possible to search and retrieve the data via bibliographical and other

standard search categories.

Conditions on Data Usage
5. Any party wishing to use the data must observe the following conditions as stipulated by Waseda.

(a) No alterations shall be made to the data, nor to any portion of the expressions used in the
title. With regard to the technological environment specified in Article 3 above, however,
there may be occasions when abbreviation or substitution with suitable alternatives are used
for portions for which due to technical reasons cannot be accurately reproduced.

(b) The author’s name and copyright must be indicated.
(c) The reproduction of any data by the user (for example, via printout or downloading from a

computer terminal) is limited to the purposes of investigative research, educational, and/or
study purposes.

6. Transmission of the data shall be limited to within and outside of Waseda University.
7. Consent to the publishing of the data shall be limited to the actual dissertation itself, the

dissertation abstract, and the examination report issued by the Doctorate Examining Committee.
However, there may be cases when data other than mentioned here, which are related to the
degree dissertation may be published; in such cases, procedures must be followed to request
consent separate to that detailed in this form.

8. Use of the data shall be free of charge.
9. Waseda does not accept any responsibility arising from the data used by the user.

Consent for the Use of Published Materials, etc.
10. The party giving consent to disclose/publish his or her doctoral dissertation as named on page 1

of this consent form (hereinafter “A”), shall consent to Waseda’s use of the published materials in
accordance with copyright laws.

11. In the event that “A” and the copyright holder are not the same person (for example, when there
are multiple copyright holders, or when submitted dissertation documents and materials include a
computer program published by a party other than “A”), “A” must first obtain permission from
the copyright owner.

12. In regards to the use of said doctoral dissertation, “A” shall take all steps necessary to
communicate and liaise with any relevant parties in advance, as and when necessary, so that no
disputes occur with any third party. For example, in the event that the doctoral dissertation in
question has already been published by another publisher.

Changes to the Conditions for Consent to Use Data
13. “A” can apply to have the conditions for the consent agreement to use the data altered stating

his/her reasons for the desired alteration(s).

Cancellation of Publication
14. “A” can apply for cancellation of publication, stating his/her reasons in the event that he or she

wishes to cancel publication of the data.
15. In the event that any facts deemed to make the publication of said data inappropriate, Waseda can

notify “A” of its decision to cancel the publication stating its reasons for so doing.

Other
16. Any matters not specified in this consent form shall be decided and resolved as necessary

through separate discussions and negotiation between Waseda and “A”.


